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Germ warfare? Secret mind control programs?    New tell-all to be featured 

prominently in a National Geographic  television special recounts the CIAs 

dirtiest deeds from insiders who have  been there.    In the late summer of 

2001, prolific and best-selling British author Gordon  Thomas received five 

CD-ROM disks, containing some 22,000 documents relating  to secret CIA 
programs.    None has been published...until now.    In the shocking new 

release Secrets and Lies: A History of CIA Mind Control  and Germ 

Warfare, author Thomas unleashes horrific accounts of the CIAs  sick 

relationship with physicians and scientists whose aim it was to obtain  

control over the human mind and perfect the ultimate killing machine: germ  

microbes.    Relying on sources that touch the very top echelon of the CIA, 

Thomas s  methodical reporting concentrates on a triangle of men: Dr. 

Sidney Gottlieb, William Bill Buckley, and Frank Olson.    Gottlieb, the 

former chief of the CIAs Technical Services Branch, organized  an 

unprecedented system of medical torture using a team of like-minded staff  

doctors. Frank Olson was a former CIA scientist whose death sparked his 

son to  find out who killed his father and why.    And then there is Buckley, 

a long-serving CIA officer and an unparalleled source because of his 

position as a point man for the MK-ULTRA program and special assistant 
to Bill Casey, director of the CIA under President Ronald Reagan.    

Secrets and Lies lays out the facts about the CIA  s massive stockpiling of 

biological weapons and tells the entire story of the CIAs mind control 

experiments, as seen largely through the eyes of Buckley, ending with his 

death at the hands of Hezhbollah. 
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